Women Making History Now  by Patrick Blindauer

ACROSS
1. Singer, actress, and humanitarian who donated to Keys Keep a Child Alive  
2. "Closing Bell" network  
3. Like left-hand page numbers  
4. "Great" feature of Jupiter  
5. Periodical  
6. Symbolic image  
7. Math subj. with integrals  
8. Part of HDTV, briefly  
9. "That's true"  
10. Maple Leafs' org.  
11. "The Help" actress who fights childhood hunger with No Kid Hungry  
12. Prefix with state or change  
13. Christine of TV's "The Good Wife"  
14. Part of St. Patrick's Cathedral  
15. Juice bar berry  
16. Great Wall locale  
17. Ran, as colors in the wash  
18. Medal material, maybe  
19. Linen or denim  
20. "Fresh Off the Boat" actress who advocates for Asian-American representation in Hollywood  
23. Allow  
24. Dispensable candy brand  
25. Lamborghini alternative  
27. In the cockpit of  
30. "So Sick" R&B artist  
31. Evil spirit  
32. Spoke the words  
33. Study of body structure: Abbr.  
34. Soda brand that sounds like a type of sock  
35. Early Peruvian  
36. Warty croakers  
37. Carvey, Delany, or Snyder of entertainment  
38. "Leave it" in a manuscript  
39. Tyler of "The Lord of the Rings"  
40. Entertainer who donated $7 million to a housing complex for displaced individuals  
42. Wine tub  
43. Commit theft  
45. Piercing cry?  
46. All well and good  
47. Defeat resoundingly  
49. Makes fun of  
51. Oil-bearing ships  
54. IRS staffer  
55. Sheepish sort  
56. "The Office" actress who works with Pour It Forward to address the global drinking water shortage  
60. Like many highlighter colors  
61. Lady ____ (singer/actress who cofounded the Born This Way Foundation)  
62. Gambling mecca near Hong Kong  
64. Like some history  
65. Most eligible, in the '60s  
66. Product pitch  
67. Mystic inscription  
68. Really impressed  
69. Eisenhower, by birth  
70. Items that are incubated  
71. Grandmotherly nickname

DOWN
1. Angel's prop in a Christmas play  
2. Like right-hand page numbers  
3. "Great" feature of Jupiter  
4. Symbolic image  
5. Math subj. with integrals  
6. Part of HDTV, briefly  
7. "That's true"  
10. Maple Leafs' org.  
11. "The Help" actress who fights childhood hunger with No Kid Hungry  
12. Prefix with state or change  
13. Christine of TV's "The Good Wife"  
14. Part of St. Patrick's Cathedral  
15. Juice bar berry  
16. Great Wall locale  
17. Ran, as colors in the wash  
18. Medal material, maybe  
19. Linen or denim  
20. "Fresh Off the Boat" actress who advocates for Asian-American representation in Hollywood  
23. Allow  
24. Dispensable candy brand  
25. Lamborghini alternative  
27. In the cockpit of  
30. "So Sick" R&B artist  
31. Evil spirit  
32. Spoke the words  
33. Study of body structure: Abbr.  
34. Soda brand that sounds like a type of sock  
35. Early Peruvian  
36. Warty croakers  
37. Carvey, Delany, or Snyder of entertainment  
38. "Leave it" in a manuscript  
39. Tyler of "The Lord of the Rings"  
40. Entertainer who donated $7 million to a housing complex for displaced individuals  
42. Wine tub  
43. Commit theft  
45. Piercing cry?  
46. All well and good  
47. Defeat resoundingly  
49. Makes fun of  
51. Oil-bearing ships  
54. IRS staffer  
55. Sheepish sort  
56. "The Office" actress who works with Pour It Forward to address the global drinking water shortage  
60. Like many highlighter colors  
61. Lady ____ (singer/actress who cofounded the Born This Way Foundation)  
62. Gambling mecca near Hong Kong  
64. Like some history  
65. Most eligible, in the '60s  
66. Product pitch  
67. Mystic inscription  
68. Really impressed  
69. Eisenhower, by birth  
70. Items that are incubated  
71. Grandmotherly nickname